International Maritime Management is a distance education course tailored to your individual needs. It is highly flexible in content, scope and pace.

**Target Group**
Nautical officers
Maritime or logistics company managers
Ambitious professionals

**Study Concept**
Distance education/online study

**Qualifications**
Master of Science Degree (M.Sc.) (10 modules/90 credit points)
Post-Graduate Certificate (2 modules/12 credit points)
Certificate of Academic Achievement (1 module/6 credit points)

**Duration of Study**
Highly flexible and individual approach, study breaks are allowed

**Place of Study**
Wherever you want, even on board your ship!

**Language**
English

Boost your career and expertise by studying flexibly!

---

**International Maritime Management**

To enrol in our programme, you have ...

- a bachelor’s degree or equivalent
- professional experience of at least one year
- acquired the bachelor’s degree or the practical experience in a maritime/logistics context
- appropriate English skills

Apply within the period from 1 June to 15 July for the winter semester starting in September or within the period from 1 December until 15 January for the summer semester starting in March.

---

**Jade University of Applied Science**

Wilhelmshaven/Oldenburg/Emsliefen
Department of Maritime & Logistics Studies

Weser Straße 52
26931 Elsfleth (Germany)

Phone +49 4404 9288-4309
E-Mail imm@jade-hs.de
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... lets you choose how many learning modules you want to study each semester. You are also welcome to interrupt your studies should professional and/or private duties prevail. Most students study five semesters part time to complete their IMM studies.

... is mainly based on distance learning which means most modules are completed by handing in home assignments. Attendance phases are reduced to a minimum and can be organized flexibly.

... follows a learner-centred approach which means that you acquire theoretical knowledge by means of course books. These didactically prepared texts enable you to combine existing professional knowledge with new academic knowledge. For this purpose, real-life projects and cases arising from your own professional contexts are processed and solved; theoretical and practical issues go ‘hand-in-hand’. During the learning process you will apply new methods and exchange ideas with your peers by means of student forums. Guidance/support is provided by us – your lecturers.

Are you interested in studying single modules only?
Just contact us to plan your individual approach.